The following clarifications are provided with respect to the Request for Proposals for the Battery Park City Authority Phase 5 Pile Remediation & Cellular Sheet Pile Encasement– Marine Construction Services Project. These clarifications are issued in response to questions received by close of business on October 26, 2016.

Questions/Responses: (answers to all question are shown in Italics immediately after the question)

1. Is it possible for us to see the video of the Walker Diving Inspection? The video is not available for dissemination. Proposers were provided the opportunity to perform their own inspections of the Project site.

2. Are there Drawings available for this procurement? If so, when will they be available for download on the BPCA website? The drawings are in the Request For Proposal located on the Battery Park City Authority website.

3. Does the ACH Enrollment Form, Request for Great Plains Vendor Maintenance Form and W-9 Form need to be included in the Bid Proposal? If not, what is the deadline for submitting these 3 forms? The W-9 should be included in your Proposal. The ACH Enrollment Form and the Request for Great Plains Vendor Maintenance pertain to BPCA purchase orders and are not required for submissions in response to Requests for Proposals.

4. I would be coming from out of town so if you could provide an estimated quantity of cellular concrete needed in the answers/questions period I would appreciate it. The specifications for the Cellular Sheet Pile repair calls for cementitious grout; however, the engineer will accept a substitute of cellular concrete. The engineer estimates 150 to 350 cubic yards.

5. Is there an itemized bid form for both projects? The RFP is for a single Project encompassing all specified work scope elements. The Proposers shall submit their Cost Proposals in the format provided and described Exhibit D to the RFP and shall submit their own, completed, schedule of values form.

By signing the line below, I am acknowledging that all pages of Addendum #1 have been received, reviewed and understood, and that all associated costs will be incorporated into the Cost Proposal submitted. This document must be attached to the Proposal for consideration.

________________________             ______________________________________
Print Name    Signature      Date

Number of pages received: ______________ <fill in>